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It has been an honour and a privilege to have edited JAVS for the last 2 years, experience that 

has taught me a lot and developed my editing skills. I am re-founder of the Incisor (the student 

magazine of the RVC), have been published in several publications both in print and online. 

Through the various committees I have sat on, in various guises, I have learnt skills ranging from 

online portfolio management to how to run a race dressed as a cow, all skills I am sure will come 

in handy.   

 

I would like to further develop an online platform for JAVS, increasing articles and reports from 

the different vet schools. I would also like to increase advertising revenue and use the money 

raised to offer prizes and awards for submissions. It would be nice to increase the variety of 

submissions, with artistic pieces (such as poetry) alongside the current factual writings. There 

are many reports and articles that related organisations, such as IVSA and Students for Global 

Health, write and produce that would be well received by JAVS readers.  

Over the past two years of being JAVS editor I have learnt a lot, and I still have many plans that 

would benefit both the Association and the students whom we serve.  

I am honest and hardworking, and will constantly endeavour to improve JAVS so that it makes a 

meaningful impact on most students lives.   

I am a 4th year studying at the RVC who enjoys running, cycling, drinking and climbing. When not 

studying (which is in itself a rare occurrence) I can often be found playing pool, table tennis or 

fixing something in my van.  

Likes: cake, beer, ultramarathons (the latter meaning I can eat and drink more of the former) 

Dislikes: the tube, taxi drivers (due to a history of cycling in London) and flat-pack furniture. 

 


